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ABSTRACT

Title IX provides that no person shall be excluded from participation in any educational program or activity that receives federal funding. This legislation is credited with bolstering the participation rates of girls and women in athletics. Although athletics are not explicitly addressed in the statutory language, Title IX requires schools to offer male and female students equal opportunities to play sports, to give male and female athletes their fair share of athletic scholarship money, and to treat male and female athletes equally in all other respects, including equipment, facilities and coaching. Proponents of Title IX claim that participation in sports leads to important health and wellness benefits for female athletes. The critics of Title IX argue that the legislation has caused schools to cut male teams in order to comply with Title IX and claim that women are inherently less interested in sports than men. In order to gain a better understanding of Title IX and its effect on intercollegiate athletics, this article provides the researcher with a comprehensive bibliography on the topic, including those articles discussing how the courts have used Title IX to address sexual harassment on college campuses. This article starts with a discussion of the law’s legislative history and its effect on participation rates of female athletes. This is followed by a comprehensive list of books on Title IX and an annotated list of law review articles on the law. Furthermore, the bibliography includes a list of Internet resources for Title IX, including relevant websites and blogs.

INTRODUCTION

While holding practice at school one day in 1976, the boys’ basketball coaches noticed the listing on the bulletin board of those students with the best times in the fifty-yard dash. The coaches did not recognize the names of the two children with the best times. After finding the gym teacher, the coaches asked him why those two “boys” were not playing on the school’s basketball team. The gym teacher’s
response was not what the coaches expected. The “boys” with the fastest times were not playing on the boys’ basketball team because the times were not posted by boys—but by girls.

The two girls with the fastest times were my sister and me. Despite our speed and athletic ability, we could not play on the boys’ basketball team because we were girls and the school did not offer basketball for girls. To their credit, the coaches immediately made efforts to start a girls’ team at the school. After a year and a half of meetings and debates with city and school officials, the boys’ coaches finally obtained permission to start a girls’ team.

My twin sister and I were on that first team and we took full advantage of the opportunities opening up for us. We played sports throughout middle school and high school. In fact, my sister went on to a very successful college basketball career. We continue to be very active in sports as adults, playing in recreation leagues, coaching, and running on our own. Sports continue to enrich our lives every day.

Thousands of other women my age can share very similar stories, stories of the lack of opportunity followed by opportunity, competition, teamwork, camaraderie, challenge, success, and reward. This common narrative is due in no small measure to the passage of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, which provides that “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any educational program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”

Thus the legal landscape for women and sports in public education was about to change.

Although athletics are not explicitly addressed in the statutory language, Title IX requires schools to offer male and female students equal opportunities to play sports, to give male and female athletes their fair share of athletic scholarship money, and to treat male and female athletes equally in all other respects, including equipment, facilities, and coaching.

There is no doubt the passage of Title IX has led to a dramatic increase in the participation opportunities for women at the collegiate level. Prior to the passage of Title IX, 170,000 men participated in
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2. WELCH SUGGS, A PLACE ON THE TEAM: THE TRIUMPH AND TRAGEDY OF TITLE IX, 5 (2005) (defining “equitable opportunities” in “all areas of a sports program[.]” to include “scholarships . . .; participation opportunities; scheduling of games and practice times; travel costs and per diems; coaching and tutoring . . .; locker rooms; practice and competition facilities; medical facilities; housing and dining services; and publicity and media services”).
intercollegiate athletics. During the same time, only 30,000 women were involved in intercollegiate athletics. By the Thirtieth Anniversary of the passage of Title IX, 209,000 men and 151,000 women participated in athletics at the college level. Furthermore, the passage of Title IX has led to an increase in the number of women’s varsity teams found on college campuses. In 1972, there was only an average of 2.5 women’s varsity teams per school. By 2004, that number grew to 8.32, with a total of 8,402 women’s varsity teams in the National Collegiate Athletic Association. The most recent participation numbers have women’s intercollegiate teams at their highest level ever, with 9,274 teams, equaling 8.73 women’s teams per school, and a total of 200,000 female athletes.

Furthermore, the passage of Title IX has led to the growth of athletics at the high school level. In 1971, 294,015 girls participated in high school athletics, while 3,666,917 boys participated. “That is one girl for every 12 boys.” The number of girls participating in high school athletics grew to 2,000,000 in 1978. During 2002-2003 academic year, the number reached 2,800,000, the highest number of girls ever to participate in high school athletics. Today there are 3,173,549 girls participating in high school athletics. “That is one girl for every 1.4 boys today.”

Proponents of Title IX claim that participation in sports leads to important health and wellness benefits for female athletes. These benefits include a reduction in both the occurrence of osteoporosis and the risk of breast cancer. Furthermore, girls who participate in
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athletics are less likely to smoke cigarettes or use drugs.16 They are less likely to be sexually active and less likely to become pregnant.17 Finally, studies have shown that girls participating in athletics have greater academic success, are more likely to graduate from high school, and are better able to perform under pressure.18

Critics of Title IX, on the other hand, argue that the legislation has caused schools to cut male teams in order to comply with the law’s requirements.19 Research from the Women’s Sports Foundation shows the majority of money allocated to college sports goes to men’s teams, a disproportionate amount of which is funneled to men’s football and basketball teams rather than supporting a large and varied array of men’s sports teams.20 Likewise, when difficult economic times arrive, schools cut non-revenue generating sports teams like men’s wrestling and gymnastics rather than reduce any of the financial support going to football and basketball.21 There is also evidence to show that the decrease in wrestling and gymnastics at the collegiate level may be caused by the elimination of these programs at the high school level for such reasons as liability and insurance costs.22

Despite the increase in the participation rates of female athletes in high school and college athletics, there is still work to be done before one can say there is true equality in athletics. The most striking evidence of this is the disparity between the numbers of men and women who hold coaching or other high level administrative position in athletics. Roughly seventy-nine percent of college athletic directors are
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males, with Division I having the fewest female athletic directors at 36.\textsuperscript{23} Of the 4,203 jobs in administration, 1,503 are held by females while 2,700 are held by males.\textsuperscript{24} Only thirty percent of all athletic trainers are female and only 10 percent of sports information directors are female.\textsuperscript{25} In the coaching ranks, the numbers are equally as stark. Although, the number of female coaches has increased by one hundred, roughly fifty-seven percent of women’s teams are coached by men, while only three percent of men’s teams are coached by women.\textsuperscript{26} Less than half of women’s teams are coached by a female.\textsuperscript{27} These numbers need to improve before it can be said that Title IX has met its goal of gender equity in education.

I. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

It was 1969, three years before the passage of Title IX. Bernice Sandler had completed her doctorate while teaching part-time at the University of Maryland. There were seven open faculty positions at the university and Ms. Sandler was not offered to fill any of those positions. The reason she was not considered for any of the positions? She was told she came on “too strong for a woman.” Instead of being offended by this, Ms. Sandler began to question her actions during faculty gatherings and meetings and wondered if it was her fault she was not offered a position. It was her then husband who pointed out to her that she had been discriminated against on the basis of her sex. After some research, Ms. Sandler realized that sex discrimination was illegal in many circumstances but there were no laws prohibiting this type of discrimination in educational institutions. In fact, she found Title VII of the Civil Rights Act specifically excluded educational institutions in their educational activities and Title VI of this act prohibited discrimination on the basis of race, color, and national origin in federally
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assisted programs, but did not cover sex discrimination.\textsuperscript{28} Furthermore, The Equal Pay Act prohibited discrimination in salaries on the basis of sex but exempted all professional and administrative employees, including faculty.\textsuperscript{29} In sum, the major civil rights legislation of the time did not prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex in educational settings.

Although this was discouraging, Ms. Sandler continued her research in hopes of finding a redress for the discrimination to which she was subjected. While reading a report of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, she learned of Executive Order 11246 which prohibited federal contractors from discrimination in employment on the basis of race, color, religion, and national origin.\textsuperscript{30} Executive Order 11246 had been amended by President Johnson in October of 1968 to include discrimination on the basis of sex.\textsuperscript{31} Reasoning that since most universities and colleges had federal contracts, Ms. Sandler argued they were forbidden from discriminating in employment on the basis of sex, and she used the amended version of Executive Order 11246 (Executive Order 11375) to support her argument. Through persistence and hard work, Ms. Sandler had found a way to combat sex discrimination in education. After meeting with officials of the Department of Labor to confirm her findings, a class action complaint was brought against all universities and colleges in the country, with specific charges against the University of Maryland. This complaint was filed with the Department of Labor, requesting a review of all institutions holding federal contracts.\textsuperscript{32}

Several copies of the complaint filed with the Department of Labor made it to the members of Congress. As a result, twenty members of Congress had contacted the Secretary of Labor regarding this issue. Next, on March 9, 1970, still two years before Title IX was passed, Representative Martha Griffiths (D-MI) gave the first speech ever in Congress on discrimination against women in education.\textsuperscript{33} Ms. Griffiths’ involvement in the gaining equal rights for women did not start with Title IX. She fought for the inclusion of women in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, an addition that passed the House by a vote
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government. Second, the schools were afraid this would lead to the establishment of a quota system for undergraduate admissions. Many of the major colleges and universities spoke out against Title IX for these reasons. As a result, John Erlenborn, a representative from Illinois, suggested Title IX be amended so that it apply only to graduate level programs, allowing undergraduate programs to still discriminate on the basis of sex.

Title IX sponsors were not happy. Ms. Green insisted she was opposed to quotas and fixed goals and wanted only that men and women to be treated equally when applying to colleges and universities. Likewise, Ms. Mink argued strongly in favor of the legislation, furious to think that her daughter was not admitted to Stanford because of the school’s policy that only forty percent of its students would be women, not because she wasn’t a good enough student. In the end, Title IX made it through the House, but not unscathed. Mr. Erlenborn’s amendment was approved.

The primary supporter of Title IX in the Senate was Senator Birch Bayh of Indiana. He worked diligently and fought valiantly to bar sex discrimination in schools. The only time the issue of whether Title IX would apply to sports came from an exchange between Senator Bayh and Peter Dominick, a Senator from Colorado, when Mr. Dominick asked whether Title IX would require men and women to share dormitories or athletic facilities or equipment. Mr. Bayh responded by insisting the law was only requiring that men and women have equal access to the education process and the extracurricular activities in a school, adding that the law did not call for women to play football or require men and women to share a locker room.

The first legislative challenge to Title IX was the Tower Amendment, sponsored by Senator John Tower (R-TX) in May 1974. Originally, the Tower Amendment called for all intercollegiate athletics to be exempt from Title IX. This was modified to apply to only revenue generating programs arguing football provided a crucial revenue base for the entire athletic program of many schools, and any
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interference with these teams in the name of gender equity would spell disaster for both the male athletes already playing and the female athletes who were seeking a chance to play.\textsuperscript{49}

Although the Tower Amendment made it through the Senate, it was taken out when it reached the conference committee on the Education Amendments of 1974. It was replaced by the Javits Amendment. The Javits Amendment required the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW)\textsuperscript{50} to promulgate regulations for the implementation of Title IX, including regulations for applying Title IX to intercollegiate athletics. This made it clear that Congress intended Title IX to apply to intercollegiate athletics.\textsuperscript{51} HEW was also responsible for enforcing the regulations.\textsuperscript{52}

The regulations were followed by the Policy Interpretations of 1979.\textsuperscript{53} The Policy Interpretations were promulgated to provide more specificity to the regulations so as to produce compliance with the law.\textsuperscript{54} As such, Title IX has three components—the text of the law, the regulations, and the policy interpretations—all of which need to be applied and analyzed to determine compliance.\textsuperscript{55}

Although the Policy Interpretations were helpful in applying Title IX, more information was needed. In July 1980, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) produced the \textit{Interim Title IX Intercollegiate Athletics Manual}, providing investigators instructions on how to investigate claims.\textsuperscript{56} This was followed in March 1982 by \textit{Guidance on Writing Title IX Intercollegiate Athletic Letters of Findings}.\textsuperscript{57} These two documents were in place until 1990 when both were replaced by the \textit{Title IX Athletics Investigator’s Manual}.\textsuperscript{58}
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was drafted to be an internal document used by OCR investigators as they evaluated the degree of compliance on a particular campus or in a particular program. It does not interpret the law or the regulations. Despite this, the manual is often cited in Title IX lawsuits to show how OCR sees various portions of the regulations or policy interpretations. Although OCR has said it was going to update this manual, it has yet to do so.

The Office for Civil Rights has issued “Dear Colleague” letters, as a means of clarifying Title IX legislation and its regulations. The first came in 1996 and was issued to clarify the proportionality test laid out in the Policy Interpretations of 1979. This letter did not seek to change the proportionality test, only to clarify it. The 1996 clarification letter has become an integral part of Title IX litigation in applying the three-part test set forth in the 1979 Policy Interpretations, in particular, in applying the first part of the test, the proportionality prong.

The second clarification letter came in 1998 and was written to clarify the meaning of “substantially equal” as used in the requirement to provide equitable financial aid to both male and female students.

As a result of the continuing debate over the proportionality test first promulgated in the 1979 Policy Interpretations and later clarified in the 1996 clarification letter, Congress created the Commission on Opportunities in Athletics in 2002 (Commission). Many feel the proportionality test is to blame for the termination of men’s non-revenue sports. The Commission was created to review Title IX in general and the proportionality prong in particular. The fifteen member Commission was made up of prominent female athletes, male and female athletic administrators, and coaches. They were charged with
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investigating several questions and to issue a report of their findings.\(^6^8\)

The Commission’s final report was issued on February 26, 2003, entitled “Open to All” Title IX at Thirty.\(^6^9\) The final report contained twenty-three recommendations, of which fifteen were unanimously approved by the Commission. Reaction to the report varied greatly.\(^7^0\) In fact, two members of the Commission, Donna DeVarona and Julie Foudy, authored a minority report.\(^7^1\) Although most of the recommendations made by the Commission were considered benign, there were a few recommendations that Ms. DeVarona and Ms. Foudy felt would halt the progress made in women’s athletics if followed through on. For example, they felt the Commission suggestion that “nontraditional” students not be included in the general student population was unfair because a disproportionate number of nontraditional students were female, thereby lowering the percentage of female students counted for compliance.\(^7^2\) Another controversial recommendation by the Commission would allow institutions to count unfilled roster spots as actual student athletes thereby allowing prong one to be satisfied by potential athletes rather than real athletes.\(^7^3\)

Approximately four months after the Commission’s report was issued, another clarification was issued by the Department of Education entitled Further Clarification of Intercollegiate Athletics Policy Guidance Regarding Title IX Compliance.\(^7^4\) In this clarification, the Department of Education reaffirmed the validity of the three-prong test for determining participation opportunities and reiterated that compliance with any of the prongs would be acceptable for Title IX compliance. The letter also stated that there was nothing in the legislative history or in any of the subsequent clarifications that requires or recommends cutting or limiting male participation as a means of


\(^7^0\) CARPENTER & ACOSTA, supra note 3, at 191-92.


\(^7^3\) Id. at 836.

\(^7^4\) Further Clarification of Intercollegiate Athletics Policy Guidance Regarding Title IX Compliance (July 11, 2003), available at http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/title9guidanceFinal.html
complying with Title IX.  

In March, 2005, OCR provided another clarification for prong three, one first suggested by the Commission, allowing institutions to rely on the results of a survey to determine whether the institution’s athletic offerings have met the female students’ athletic interests and abilities.  

Included in this clarification is a model web-based survey, which if administered according to the instructions laid out by OCR creates a presumption of compliance with prong three when the survey results indicate a lack of interest sufficient to sustain the addition of female varsity teams. A User’s Guide to Developing Student Interest Surveys Under Title IX was created to help those wanting to use this method to determine student interests and abilities. This clarification became the subject of much criticism because it allowed a non-response to the survey to be counted as lack of interest.

The controversy generated by the aforementioned clarifications led to another “Dear Colleague” letter in April 2010. This letter withdraws the Additional Clarification of Intercollegiate Athletics Policy: Three Part Test—Part Three (2005 Additional Clarification) and all related documents accompanying it, including the User’s Guide to Developing Student Interest Surveys Under Title IX (User’s Guide) and related technical reports, that were issued by DOE. In addition, it reaffirms, and provides additional clarification on the methods used by OCR to determine an institution’s compliance with Title IX.

CONCLUSION

It should not have taken the efforts of two determined coaches, over a year of city meetings and debates, and a federal law to finally provide my sister and me with the opportunity to play basketball at our school. But it did. Title IX was essential to the expansion of female athletic opportunities at all levels of play. It has led to increased participation
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amongst high school and intercollegiate athletes and to the growth of women’s professional sports. Many female athletes today take their participation in athletics for granted. For them, sports have always been available. This, however, has not always been the case.

Today’s female athletes owe a debt of gratitude to Title IX and to those women who fought for the opportunity to play; women like Billy Jean King, who defeated Bobby Riggs in the “Battle of the Sexes” and started a revolution;\(^83\) women like Mia Hamm, Julie Foudy, and the rest of the 1991 U.S. Women’s Soccer team that won the World Cup and captivated a nation of girls who wanted to be just like them; women like Val Ackerman who ran the WNBA so that Lisa Leslie and Cynthia Cooper and so many of the world’s best female basketball players could stay in the United States and play in a professional league. Title IX has leveled the playing field but more is still needed. Every girl, when asked if she knows what Title IX is should be able to answer with a resounding “yes!”\(^84\) To ensure that, the following is an annotated bibliography of books, articles, and other resources that discuss Title IX, its legislative history, judicial interpretation of the law, and its effect on intercollegiate athletics, sexual harassment, sexual violence, and gender equity.
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WOMEN, SPORT & CULTURE (Susan Birrell & Cheryl L. Cole, eds., 1994).

Chapter 6: Politics, Public Policy & Title IX: Some Limitations of Liberal Feminism (Boutilier, Mary A. & SanGiovanni, Lucinda F.)

Chapter 7: The Status of Women in Intercollegiate Athletics (R. Vivian Acosta, Linda Jean Carpenter)


Chapter 5: Gender and American Sports

MARGARET DUNKLE, COMPETITIVE ATHLETICS: IN SEARCH OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY (1976).


A review of this book was written by Adam Epstein and was published in the Marquette Sports Law Review. A second review of this book was written by Nancy Hogshead-Makar entitled A Critique of Tilting the Playing Field: Schools, Sports, Sex and Title IX and was published in the UCLA Women’s Law Journal.


Chapter 5: Play Like a Girl

EQUAL PLAY: TITLE IX AND SOCIAL CHANGE (Nancy Hogshead-Makar & Andrew Zimbalist eds., 2007).


WOMEN AND SPORTS IN THE UNITED STATES (Jean O’Reilly & Susan K. Cahn eds., 2007).


A review of this book, written by Rebecca J. Mowrey, was published in the Marquette Sports Law Review. 87

BRIAN PORTO, A NEW SEASON: USING TITLE IX TO REFORM COLLEGE SPORTS (2003).


WHATEVER IT TAKES: WOMEN ON WOMEN’S SPORT (Joli Sandos & Jody Winans eds., 1999).


II. AMERICAN LAW REPORTS (A.L.R.)


Brian L. Porto, Suit by Female College Athletes Against Colleges and Universities Claiming That Decisions to Discontinue Particular Sports or to Deny Varsity Status to Particular Sports Deprive Plaintiffs of Equal Education Opportunities Required by Title IX (20 USCS §§ 1681-1688), 129 A.L.R. Fed. 571.

III. ARTICLES BY SUBJECTS

A. Generally


This in-depth note provides a detailed overview of Title IX and discusses the importance of gender equity in sports, the experience of the female athlete, the role of the NCAA, equal pay for coaches and combating the myths of women’s athletics.


After laying out the requirements of Title IX, its legislative history and recent advances in enforcement, the authors discuss the backlash against Title IX and the myths underlying the arguments relied upon by those opposing further steps toward enforcement of Title IX.


This note addresses whether cheerleading should be considered a sport when determining Title IX compliance. The author discusses the rise of competitive cheer and concludes “that while traditional sideline cheerleading does not amount to a sport, competitive cheerleading should be considered a sport for Title IX purposes.” With this assertion, the note focuses on what this classification could mean for Title IX compliance purposes.


As the title indicates, this comment provides an overview of Title
IX, including a discussion of the legislative history of the statute, its regulations, and an analysis of congressional action in response to recent Title IX litigation.


This article discusses the common issues seen in Title IX litigation. In addition, the author discusses the remedies and alternatives to litigation available in the Title IX context, and concludes with a brief look at current Title IX litigation concerns.


This is a short article on Title IX and the effects it has had on women’s athletics.


This article analyzes Title IX violations in intercollegiate athletics and the consequences that have resulted from the non-enforcement of the statute. The author makes several recommendations to help institutions and athletic conferences fully comply with Title IX and its principles of gender equity.


This article introduces the reader to the basic history and framework of Title IX as it pertains to athletics, highlighting common litigation claims, remedies, and alternatives to litigation.


The author explores the evolution of Title IX through an examination of the law’s statutory and regulatory framework, the law’s
policy interpretations, and the federal cases interpreting the law. The comment concludes with a discussion of the future of Title IX and ways of achieving gender equity in college athletics.


This comment provides an extensive examination of Title IX, including a discussion of the law’s legislative history and interpretive case law. The author also discusses the Title IX policies of those bodies that govern intercollegiate athletics and provides a remedy for resolving gender equity disputes at that level.


This paper reports on a study conducted by the authors designed to assess women athletes’ knowledge of Title IX and to assess their perceptions of their schools’ compliance with the law.


This article provides the reader with some practical advice on how to meet the requirements of Title IX and offers tips to ensure compliance.


This note examines the history and judicial enforcement of Title IX, the NCAA’s Gender Equity Task Force, and the strategies employed by colleges and athletic conferences to comply with Title IX.

In this article, the author provides an overview of Title IX and then discusses the three primary issues with which the courts have been dealing.


This article provides a detailed history of Title IX, authored by the “godmother of Title IX,” Bernice Sandler. In it, she discusses various Title IX issues, what the legislation has accomplished, and what still needs to be done to fulfill the mission of Title IX.


The authors of this article have two stated purposes. The first is to question the courts’ almost exclusive reliance on raw numbers to increase women’s participation in intercollegiate athletics. Second, the authors put forth a new legal theory, “gender depreciation,” which, they argue, permits greater development and enforcement of the ideals of Title IX. The authors hope that this will provide new legal remedies, such as monetary recovery or injunctive relief in cases where a person is explicitly and implicitly relegated to “second class” status simply because of their gender.


This article provides a discussion of the legislative history, regulatory scheme, related civil rights legislation, and the progress of gender equity since the enactment of Title IX.


This concise article outlines the disparity in athletics at the time of the article’s writing and then reviews Title IX, specifically its impact on participation and scholarships. The author provides a few suggestions as to how to comply with Title IX.

In this article, the author provides an examination of the origins of female participation in sports and then discusses the most recent legal decisions involving Title IX. He argues that these decisions have increased the breadth of Title IX beyond the intended scope of the legislation and follows this with the legislative responses to this increase in scope. Finally, the author argues that if these interpretations of Title IX persist, it would hamper the continuation of big-time college athletics and that by professionalizing big-time college athletics, Title IX can be administered in a more equitable manner.

B. *Alternatives to*


In this article, the author addresses the problems with the implementation of Title IX. Furthermore, she identifies and discusses an approach that she believes will better carry out the intent of Title IX, which she has named the “Olympic Approach.” This idea calls for having men and women participate on the university team as one team, much like Olympic athletes do on their country’s Olympic team, and then participate in events separately.


First, the author outlines Title IX as it pertains to college athletics and examines current cases in this area of law. Next, he “explores gender equity initiatives proposed or adopted by colleges, universities, and various athletic organizations.” The author ends by outlining his ““Three-for-One” gender equity proposal, designed to provide an athletic administrator with a[ ] . . . plan for satisfying the athletic interests and abilities of both sexes.”

In this note, the author argues that a better approach to ensure equality in athletics is to enact a federal equal rights amendment rather than relying on Title IX. Furthermore, the author suggests that prong one of the Three-Part Test be eliminated as a means of determining Title IX compliance. Instead, the author argues compliance should be determined by using the remaining two prongs and the accompanying regulations, along with the heightened scrutiny analysis applied to equal protection claims.

C. Anniversary Articles


This is the text of Mr. Bayh’s keynote address at the symposium, *Girls and Women Rock: Celebrating 35 Years of Sport and Title IX*. Mr. Bayh was a member of the United States Senate and played a significant role in the passage of Title IX. In this speech, he discusses some of the legislative history of Title IX and his personal involvement in the passage of the law.


“This article . . . review[s] the development and current status of Title IX” on its 25th anniversary. The author examines “the most recent court decisions and the practical implications for school districts.”


This detailed article is based on a presentation the authors gave at the *Girls and Women Rock: Celebrating 35 Years of Sport and Title IX* Conference prior to the NCAA Women’s Basketball Final Four in 2007. It begins with an in-depth description of the Title IX statute, and is followed by a discussion of Title IX’s impact on women’s athletics.

In this article, the author argues that gender equity in sports has not been achieved, and that stricter enforcement of Title IX by the Office of Civil Rights is needed to meet the goals of Title IX.

Robert P. Fleischman et al., Gender and College Athletics: 25 Years after Title IX, 10 J. LEGAL ASPECTS SPORT 24 (2000).

The authors write this article on the 25th anniversary of the passage of Title IX. They “examine[] the impact of Title IX on athletic opportunities for women at NCAA member institutions, and compares participation and enrollment rates since the law took effect.” In addition, the authors discuss interest levels of women in sports and “suggest[s] that various social or cultural factors might perpetuate gender imbalance.”


Before discussing the current battles being fought with regard to Title IX, the authors discuss the importance of sports for women and girls, and the importance of Title IX advocacy in each branch of the United States government. The authors conclude that “Title IX is a powerful civil rights law that has led to major improvements in the opportunities” available to women and girls in education, but barriers to equality in education for women still exist.


This is a comprehensive article that traces the evolution of Title IX, focusing on its legislative history and the implemented regulations. The author discusses the significant court decisions and the enforcement actions taken by the executive branch. In addition, this article discusses the athletic programs and activities that women cannot participate in because of the legislation’s contact sport exception. Finally, this article discusses the actions taken by athletic associations in response to Title IX and its requirements.

Diane Heckman, The Explosion of Title IX Legal Activity in
As the title indicates, this article discusses the Title IX cases in its first twenty years of its existence, including the first Title IX case instituted by male athletes. The author also discusses the regulations used to implement the statute and identifies the many emerging legal theories addressing the equal opportunity requirement of Title IX.


This article provides an overview of the seminal decisions of the past thirty years of Title IX litigation. These cases are divided into three topics, those discussing the governing regulations, those involving equal opportunity on behalf of student athletes, and those involving sex discrimination in educational employment.


This is an excellent article in which the author provides a timeline of the development of Title IX events as it pertains to interscholastic and intercollegiate athletics. This chronology begins with a timeline of cases and events outlining equality under the law, including a mention of *Brown v. Board of Education*, *Craig v. Boren*, and *U.S. v. Virginia*. This is followed by a timeline for Title IX, including the legislative action and legal decisions from enactment to the federal government’s activities commemorating the law’s 25th anniversary.


This article discusses Title IX enforcement against college and university athletic programs in the 1990s. The author examines the
developments in college athletics during the thirty years since the law’s passage and the substantive aspects of the appellate decisions in six cases since 1992. The author concludes with a discussion of the myths and realities of Title IX enforcement.

D. Cases

Cohen v. Brown University, See infra Part H


The focus of this note is the case *National Wrestling Coaches Association v. United States Department of Education*. Specifically, the author “assesses the NWCA’s claim that the three-part test is substantively and procedurally void.” The author “concludes that the three-part test is inconsistent with the aims of the Title IX statute and the accompanying regulations.”


In this article, the authors discuss three leading Title IX cases: *Favia v. Indiana University of Pennsylvania*, *Roberts v. Colorado State Board of Agriculture*, and *Cohen v. Brown University*, and the state of the law because of these decisions. Based on their analysis, the authors conclude that the proportionality test as set out in these cases is contrary to the intent of Title IX and its regulations as well as with other civil rights legislation.


This note examines “the reasoning and implications of the Biediger decision” and makes “an argument that, regardless of the outcome on the

---

92. 7 F.3d 332 (3d Cir. 1993).
93. 998 F.2d 824 (10th Cir. 1993)
94. 991 F.2d 888 (1st Cir. 1993).
merits, the court’s reasoning represents a potentially worrisome trend.” First, the author argues that when “fashioning remedies, courts should carefully balance the public’s interest in enforcing Title IX with the interest of providing educational institutions autonomy to make their own spending decisions.” Second, the author argues “that the court . . . erred in taking an unprecedented subjective approach to evaluating Quinnipiac’s compliance under the ‘substantial proportionality’ standard . . . .” Specifically, the court should not have expanded its analysis to include a determination of whether the participation of female athletes was sufficiently ‘meaningful.’” Finally, the author argues “that the use of roster floors by universities should be a permissible means of complying with Title IX.”


Through his examination of Mercer v. Duke University, the author explores “[t]he disparity between what the Constitution permits of public schools and what Title IX permits of private” schools when discrimination based on gender is at issue.

Melody Harris, Hitting ‘Em Where It Hurts: Using Title IX Litigation to Bring Gender Equity to Athletics, 72 Denv. U.L. Rev. 57 (1994).

“[T]his article explores the substantive and procedural issues presented by Title IX litigation in athletics” and “the prima facie elements of Title IX discrimination claims.” Furthermore, by “using statutory, regulatory, and practical guidelines,” the author “presents a method of analysis for evaluating whether Title IX has indeed been violated” by an institution. Finally, the author discusses available remedies for cases in which a violation of Title IX has been shown.


This article was presented by the author at a symposium celebrating the 100th anniversary of the NCAA. Ms. Hogshead-Makar begins by

95. 190 F.3d 643 (4th Cir. 1999).
discussing the NCAA’s transformation from an opponent of Title IX into a supporter of gender equity in athletics. Next, she discusses how current budgetary practices undertaken by most intercollegiate athletic departments are a threat to men’s Olympic sports in the same manner as they threatened and led to the cutting of other men’s non-revenue producing sports teams. Finally, she argues Title IX supporters and men’s Olympic sports advocates should join forces to prevent the use of fraudulent compliance practices and the creation of “varsity-lite” sports for women, like those in *Biediger v. Quinnipiac University*.96


In this note, the author argues that the court’s decision in *Simpson v. University of Colorado* 97 “is consistent with Supreme Court precedent and the legislative intent of Title IX.” In addition, he predicts the impact *Simpson* will have on educational institutions and how the Supreme Court might resolve the case if it were to hear it.


This article discusses the most recent developments in the Title IX arena, including the court’s decision in *National Wrestling Coaches Ass’n. v. Department of Education*,98 and the Commission on Opportunity in Athletics. The author argues that each of these developments could have “tremendous impact on how Title IX will be implemented and enforced in the Twenty-First Century.”


This comment discusses the National Wrestling Coaches Association’s suit brought against the U.S. Department of Education.

96. 728 F. Supp. 2d. 62 (D. Conn. 2010).
97. 500 F.3d 1170 (10th Cir. 2007).
The NWCA challenges the elimination of intercollegiate wrestling teams as a means of satisfying the requirements of Title IX. The author argues that once the procedural requirements have been met, the NWCA’s unique legal challenge should prevail since they can demonstrate that, while many of the changes in intercollegiate athletics that have resulted since the enactment of Title IX were necessary and long overdue, the regulations created and implemented by the Department of Education and its precursor deviate from the original intent of the legislation.


This note discusses the case *Chalenor v. University of North Dakota*, in which the University of North Dakota was sued by male athletes after the wrestling team was eliminated.


This article discusses *Grove City College v. Bell*100 and other recent court decisions and their impact on gender equity in athletics. In addition, the author discusses several initiatives undertaken to preserve and promote female athletic opportunities and concludes by outlining a proposal designed to address the status of football in the gender equity equation.

E. Civil Rights Legislation, Comparison to


This article examines the relationship between Title IX and the Equal Protection Clause of the U. S. Constitution, arguing that Title IX does not offer as broad a remedy as the Equal Protection Clause.

Earl C. Dudley, Jr. & George Rutherglen, *Ironies, Inconsistencies, and*

---

99. 291 F.3d 1042 (8th Cir. 2002).

In this article, the authors explore the question of why enforcement of Title IX is so radically different from the enforcement of Title VII. In conclusion, the authors recommend changes to Title IX enforcement that encourages—but does not require—“affirmative action in favor of women,” thereby putting Title IX enforcement on the same footing as Title VII enforcement.

F. Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987/“Program” Defined


After reviewing Title IX’s legislative history, the legislative history of the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987—which adopted the institution-wide approach to Title IX—and the relevant case law, the author provides the reader with the framework used by the courts to decide whether a university is in compliance with Title IX. He concludes that this framework forces athletic administrators to make difficult decisions about cutting sports, with the female athletes faring better than the male athletes. In conclusion, the author provides alternatives to the courts’ present analysis to make it easier for athletic administrators to make more equitable decisions for all.

G. Coaching/Athletic Administration


This article begins with a description of “Title IX’s role as an employment discrimination statute and examines the” Court’s opinion in Jackson v. Birmingham Board of Education101 and how this case has acted “as a catalyst for coaches’ retaliation claims.” Next is an examination of the cases since Jackson, focusing on the connection these cases have “with existing empirical and theoretical scholarship about women in college coaching and athletic administration.” In conclusion, the author is cautiously optimistic about Title IX’s potential “to help expose, remedy, and deter discriminatory practices within the leadership

of college sports.”


In this article, the author explores the question of whether gender discrimination exists in coaching. In so doing, the author examines Title VII and Title IX, explains how a prima facie case can be established under each statute, and applies the statutes and their “regulatory framework to a hypothetical” situation where a female applicant “is passed over in favor of a male applicant.”


This article explores one of Title IX’s unintended consequences—that despite the positive effect Title IX has had on women’s sports, opportunities for females seeking coaching positions or careers in athletic administration have declined since the passage of the legislation. The authors conclude with strategies for reforming Title IX so as to continue leveling the playing field for female athletes while at the same time breaking down the barriers that lessen female participation as coaches or athletic administrators.


This article argues that Title IX has failed in that “women lack sufficient opportunities to hold leadership positions in collegiate athletics.” In support of this proposition, the author “cite[s] the dismal numbers among female athletic administrators” and compares the benefits of having women in these positions to “the detrimental effects of [their] absence.” In conclusion, the author “examines . . . possible solutions for achieving gender” equity in this area.

H. *Cohen v. Brown University*

After exploring several of the early judicial decisions and the implementing regulations for Title IX, the author argues that the viability of Title IX is on shaky ground. He bolsters this argument with his in-depth discussion of Pederson v. Louisiana State University,\textsuperscript{102} wherein the judge wrote a strong opinion discrediting the way the Cohen court applied the proportionality test.


In this note, the author provides an in-depth discussion of the Supreme Court’s decision in *Cohen* and argues the Court’s application of Title IX violates the legislative intent of the statute and the Equal Protection Clause. The author concludes by suggesting an approach that considers both the accommodated and unaccommodated members of each gender, which ensures that the participation rates are proportional to the interests and abilities of each gender.


The case *Cohen v. Brown University*\textsuperscript{103} is discussed in detail in this article.


In this Comment, the author provides an in-depth analysis of the *Cohen* decision and Chief Justice Torruella’s dissent. From this analysis, the author argues the *Cohen* court required Brown University to allocate its athletic department’s resources in a “quota-based scheme.” In so doing, the author concludes the *Cohen* court misinterpreted Title IX through its use of the Effective Accommodation test and explains why the measuring of interest levels would have led to a different result.

\textsuperscript{102} 912 F. Supp. 892 (M.D. La. 1996).

\textsuperscript{103} 101 F.3d 155 (1st Cir. 1996).

In the first part of this Note, the author discusses the legislative and regulatory framework of Title IX and the deference given to the First Circuit’s decision in *Cohen*, which has led to male athletes challenging Title IX. Next, the author points out the correlation between male Title IX claims and affirmative action claims and provides an overview of the Supreme Court’s recent decisions in *Grutter v. Bollinger* and *Gratz v. Bollinger*. The author concludes by arguing that the *Cohen* court created an inflexible framework for deciding Title IX cases.


This is a detailed case note on *Cohen v. Brown University*.


The purpose of this article is to examine *Cohen v. Brown University* as an evolution of Title IX policy so as to better understand how the implementation of Title IX impacts the development of law and policy.


This comment provides an in depth discussion of *Cohen v. Brown University*, and argues that “[t]he First Circuit erred in its analysis of the crucial interests and abilities test, both by dismissing the district court’s misallocation of the burden of proof on this issue as harmless and further by failing adequately to define a method for measuring these interests and abilities.”

Title IX Lesson for Colleges and Universities on Gender Equity, 47 OKLA. L. REV. 161 (1994).

In this note, the author discusses “the application of Title IX and its regulatory program to intercollegiate athletics, the effect of the Cohen decision, and the mechanisms colleges and universities may employ to comply with Title IX obligations.”


In this article, the author analyzes the current legal framework of Title IX and the court’s ruling regarding the proportionality test in Cohen. In the end, the author concludes that using the proportionality test to enforce Title IX is harmful to college athletics because it rests on the improper assumption that the interest level of women is the same as that of men. Furthermore, the author argues that the proportionality test cannot be used in college until proportionality is a reality in high school athletics. In light of these conclusions, the author suggests a new test is needed to measure Title IX compliance, one that uses high school participation statistics as its baseline.

I. Commission on Opportunities in Athletics


This article discusses the work of the Secretary of Education’s Commission on Opportunity in Athletics and argues the Commission left many important questions unanswered, the most important being the actual effect of Title IX enforcement on men and women’s athletic opportunities and the appropriate aim of the statute.


This note takes an in-depth look at the developments of Title IX and argues further work is needed “to ensure that compliance is achieved without discrimination against male athletes.” In addition, the author examines the recommendations made by the United States Department of Education Commission on Opportunity in Athletics.

This article provides a general overview of Title IX and the effect it has had on women’s participation in intercollegiate athletics. The author provides a detailed discussion of the Act’s legislative and judicial history, a detailed discussion of the work of the Commission on Opportunity in Athletics, and a discussion of AB 833, California state legislation drafted to retain the original protections of Title IX in the State of California.


In this comment, the author provides a broad overview of Title IX and recent challenges to the proportionality requirement of the law. She begins by reviewing the history of women’s sports opportunities both before and after the passage of Title IX. This is followed by an overview of the current cases and problems athletic departments face in attempting to comply with Title IX, including a discussion of a lawsuit brought by the National Wrestling Coaches Association against the U.S. Department of Education and the establishment of the Commission on Opportunity in Athletics. In conclusion, the author compares the school desegregation cases with Title IX enforcement and argues that the mechanisms in place for Title IX compliance need to be left in place until complete compliance with these mechanisms is more widespread.


This note provides a general overview of Title IX, the leading cases in this area of the law, and the Commission on Opportunity in Athletics.


This extensive article summarizes the developments of Title IX
case law and public policy since the author’s previous article, Title IX and Intercollegiate Athletics: Myth vs. Reality. In addition, the author discusses discrimination claims brought by employees in athletic departments, evaluates cases involving Title IX procedural issues, and reviews the report of the Commission on Opportunity in Athletics and the July 2003 Further Clarifications document written by the U.S. Department of Education as a response to the Commission’s report.


In this note, the author examines the history and development of Title IX and its implementing regulations as applied to intercollegiate athletics, including a discussion of the inequities that have resulted from relying on the proportionality test to measure compliance. The author proposes using a measure of “genuine interest” to determine compliance with Title IX and outlines some anticipated criticisms of this approach. Finally, this note examines OCR’s proposal of using electronic surveys to measure interest in athletic participation of undergraduate students. The author highlights the faults of this approach, and offers suggestions to correct these faults so the survey method could be effective for determining the interests of athletes for Title IX purposes.


In this article, the author argues the recommendations provided by the Commission on Opportunity in Athletics sprang from false premises. Next, the author rebuts these false premises and explains why acceptance of them and the modification of Title IX based on them would have been very damaging to women’s athletics. Next, the author proposes steps that the DOE should take to enhance its enforcement of Title IX, and concludes by arguing that improved enforcement of Title IX is critical to ensure women equal opportunity in sports.

Joeclyn Samuels & Kristen Galles, In Defense of Title IX: Why Current

The authors provide an outline of the long history of repeated attacks on Title IX, including the Title IX Commission report, and argue that the Department’s reaffirmation of existing Title IX athletic policies was the only legally appropriate conclusion to the Commission’s process. In addition, the authors “outline the flexibility of the Title IX athletic policies, to demonstrate how opponents of Title IX continue to recycle old arguments in new ways, and to provide defenders of Title IX with the information and arguments necessary to rebut future attacks.”


In this article, the author analyzes the Commission’s findings, and argues it is wrong to blame Title IX for the elimination of men’s sports, as so many do. The author contends the “Arm’s Race” of men’s commercial football and basketball is the real culprit. The author concludes with reforms to expand athletic opportunities for men and women, albeit reforms that she argues will not be supported.


In this note, the author discusses issues and arguments that arise from the cases in which male athletes and their coaches have sued the university alleging violations of Title IX and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment because their sports have been eliminated. The author also focuses on the attempts at Title IX revision by the Bush Administration.


In analyzing the recommendations made by the Commission on Opportunities in Athletics, the author argues they are contrary to current Title IX case law. She also argues that the suggested changes in the way
the student body is counted for Title IX purposes perpetuates sexual discrimination against female athletes. In her conclusion, she argues current Title IX policies effectively promote both men’s and women’s athletics and recommends they remain unchanged.

J. Contact Sport Exception

Kimberly Capadona, Comment, The Scope of Title IX Protection Gains Yardage as Courts Continue to Tackle the Contact Sports Exception, 10 Seton Hall J. Sports L. 415 (2000).

In this comment, the author argues that Title IX should protect female athletes who have tried out for or compete on men’s teams, even if it is a contact sport, because to deny female athletes the protection of the law merely because the sport involves bodily contact is not logical.


In this note, the author argues that the Contact Sport Exception (CSE) needs to be eliminated. In so doing, the author discusses the consequences of removing the CSE and suggests alternatives can be instituted in its place.


This article examines “cross-over cases,” their treatment under the Equal Protection Clause, the holdings in Title IX cases, and the constitutionality of the CSE.


In this note, the author argues the CSE is a significant barrier to gender equality in sports and needs to be eliminated. To do this, the author proposes “the complete elimination of gender segregation in high
school sports and a requirement that all teams be half male and half female.”

K. Feminism


In outlining the various stereotypes women and girls face when they participate in sports, the author argues that change can only be accomplished by “a comprehensive feminist theory of sport.” The author then explores “one direction such a theory might take and positions it within existing feminist legal theory.” The author then applies this theory “to alleviate one of the growing criticisms of Title IX—that women are gaining sports opportunities only at the expense of men.” This application, the author argues, “will be able to take advantage of sports’ potential to transform gender relations only if they transcend existing feminist paradigms.”


The author focuses on three ways in which “the law’s existing conception of discrimination fails to reach far enough to ensure girls and women equality in sports.” They are: “the continuing decline of women in coaching jobs and its impact on female athleticism; the . . . acceptance of cuts in men’s opportunities as a remedy to discrimination against women; and the role of cost-based justifications in preserving the status quo” and justifying sex discrimination in sports. The author concludes that Title IX’s legacy of increasing the number of girls and women that participate in athletics is laudable but that there are shortcomings that exist and must be addressed.


In this article, the author “examines Title IX as an example of a pragmatic approach to theory, and argues that pragmatic feminism is an approach that holds promise for feminists grappling with the complexity of gender oppression.” The author argues that this approach will allow enough flexibility to combat “the many forms and iterations of gender
subordination in sports.”


In this article, the author “explores the theory behind Title IX’s standard for measuring equality in athletic participation and examines its implication for further Title IX analysis.” In the process, the author hopes “to better integrate Title IX into feminist legal theory and provide a more complete account of women’s inequality in sport and how the law can address it.”


This article examines the court’s decision in *Biediger v. Quinnipiac*, and whether competitive cheer has the potential to improve Title IX compliance in a way that would benefit women’s sports, concluding “the NCAA should promote the growth of competitive cheer by endorsing it as an emerging sport for women.”


In this article, the author hopes to provide a broader discussion of the relationship among gender, sports, and discrimination. She begins with a discussion of the proportionality standards, and follows this by discussing the accommodation of interest test. Her discussion of this topic focuses on whether this is a legitimate test for measuring Title IX compliance or if it perpetuates already well-established discriminatory stereotypes. Finally, the author examines the goals of Title IX and suggests both short-term and long-term strategies for achieving gender equity in intercollegiate athletics.


---

This article begins with a historical examination of women’s participation in sport and the change in participation after Title IX was enacted. Next, the author examines, “from four feminist perspectives, the forms of participation available to girls, with particular attention to the message such participation sends to girls.”


In this article, the author argues that Title IX cannot lead to equality in sports because “the conception of equality underlying Title IX assumes that women will be interested in assimilating into the model for sport created by and for men”—a model of sport that “emphasizes elite ability, commercial appeal, and a win-at-all-costs mentality.” The author argues that this results in the “‘interest paradox’ whereby Title IX’s participation opportunities at the interscholastic and intercollegiate levels serve to extinguish interest in sports participation for the very group of women that the statute and regulations are intended to reach.”


In this article, the author argues that the continued under-representation of female athletes in intercollegiate athletics is due in large part to the law’s contact sport exemption. The authors stated purpose for this article “is not . . . to invalidate the Title IX regulations . . . rather it seeks to expose the contact sports exemption” as an improper stereotype that “has no place in a modern civil rights statute.” To this end, the author provides a personal narrative of how the contact sport exemption affected her participation in high school hockey. In two other sections, she analyzes the exemption and shows how it would fail equal protection scrutiny. Her conclusion explores the ramifications of the contact sport exemption and how it defeats the “statutory mandate of gender equality.”

L. *Fiscal Policy, Effect of*


In this article, the author addresses the Title IX issues that arise
when a university decides to fund a sport and whether Title IX requires universities to maintain financial parity in its men and women’s athletic programs. The author suggests that true compliance with Title IX requires both equal athletic opportunities as well as equal funding.


In this article, the author argues that the decisions being made regarding Title IX are being done based on the misguided notion that all college athletics are available for the purpose of providing educational benefits to the participants, forgetting that some college athletics simply exist as a means of generating revenue for the university. The author argues that making decisions based on this misconception threatens the existence of some men’s sports as well as women’s sports. Changing this characterization of intercollegiate athletics will alleviate these tensions without compromising gender equity or intercollegiate athletics.


The author provides an overview of Title IX, including a discussion of the 1996 Clarification by OCR, and including a discussion of Pederson. In so doing, the author focuses on the “major legal and economic issues which seem to underlie most of the Title IX litigation.”


This note “addresses the dilemmas facing many institutions concerning Title IX in the nineties.” More specifically, the author addresses the need to distribute athletic opportunities equally among male and female athletes in a time of decreasing athletic budgets.


This article focuses on the issues inherent in the distribution of scholarship monies to student athletes and the conflict between the
requirements of gender equity imposed by Title IX on the one hand and the “strict scholarship quotas imposed by the National Collegiate Athletic Association” on the other.


In this note, the author examines “the evolution of Title IX” and how the courts’ interpretation of the statute is contrary to its legislative intent. In conclusion, the author argues that a different interpretation of the statute and better fiscal management by college athletic departments will lead to “increased participation” by women in college athletics “without the loss of men’s sports.”


In this article, the author argues “gender equity” in the Title IX arena requires schools to “spend roughly as much per capita on varsity athletic programs for . . . women enrolled in the school as they do for men” enrolled in the school.

Alfred Dennis Mathewson & Robert D. Rogers, Measuring Gender Equity, 1 VA. J. SPORTS & L. 130 (1999).

The authors of this article were interested in the use of demand as a measurement of equality because of their belief that university resources should only be used to meet the students’ demands. However, the authors noticed that in Title IX litigation, demand has not been used to measure participation opportunities but only “to determine the relative allocation” of resources between males and females. As such, the authors set out to see whether demand could be empirically measured. Part I of this article discusses the difficulties in measuring demand and the use of this measure in litigated cases. Part II “describe[s] the measurement instrument . . . used” in the study, with the study’s findings being discussed in Part III. Part IV “discuss[es] the use of similar measurement instruments by universities to allocate participation opportunities between male and female athletic programs,” concluding the allocations are in compliance with Title IX. “That is, that demand potential is relevant to institutions in determining the level of resources
to devote to athletics programs and their relative allocation among males and females.”


In this article, the author “explain[s] how the commercial model of college sports compromises gender equity, fiscal sanity, and educational integrity.” The author follows this with an explanation of the “Participation Model,” a new model for college athletics, one that will foster gender equity, fiscal responsibility, and educational integrity.


In this comment, the author examines “how the current application of Title IX pits proponents of men’s non-revenue sports and women’s sports against each other” and argues that they “are not natural enemies.” In fact, the author argues, they should “work together . . . to bring about reform in the application of Title IX.” The author’s suggested reforms include “a spending cap on individual revenue sports . . . an exemption of revenue-producing sports from the application of the proportionality prong and an exemption for the NCAA from antitrust laws.” All these measures, the author argues, will reduce “the negative impact of Title IX on men’s non-revenue sports while also ensuring the number of intercollegiate-athletic opportunities for women continue to grow.”

M. Football, Effect of


The author examines the public controversy following her comments about the University of Iowa’s decision to paint the visitor’s locker room pink in its newly renovated football facilities. The author argues the statements made about her comments “prove[] how deeply the hegemonic patriarchal ideology is entrenched in football culture.” Furthermore, she argues that because compromises involving football are often necessary to resolve gender disparities in college athletics, the cultural values surrounding football must change before the guarantees
of Title IX can be fully realized.


In addition to summarizing the history and recent judicial developments of Title IX, the author addresses the unique issues confronting universities with large football programs as they attempt to comply with Title IX.


In this article, the author argues “big-time” college football programs and Title IX cannot coexist under the current structure of college athletics and makes suggestions for reform, including the elimination of college football as we know it and making it its own professional league. The author also discusses the more moderate approach of downsizing football, reducing wasteful spending and creating tiers for college athletics so schools could operate some sports on a national level while offering other sports on a more regional level.


This article is a response to Eric Bentley’s note *Title IX: The Technical Knockout for Men’s Non-Revenue Sports*. Here, Mr. Haglund argues Mr. Bentley relies on an incorrect interpretation of Title IX, and explains why Mr. Bentley’s proposed solution is legally unsupportable. In addition, Mr. Haglund proposes changes to football he argues will comply with Title IX’s proportionality test and decrease the chances of men’s sports teams being cut.


This note examines the three leading Title IX cases, *Cohen*,

---

Roberts, and Favia, and uses these decisions to suggest ways in which universities can improve intercollegiate athletic participation opportunities for women while remaining within their financial limitations. The author does this by suggesting universities redistribute funds from their football programs and argues the above three cases together establish a model for judicial enforcement of Title IX that can guide both athletes and universities in creating and maintaining nondiscriminatory athletic programs.

Jay Larson, Note, All Sports are Not Created Equal: College Football and a Proposal to Amend the Title IX Proportionality Prong, 88 MINN L. REV. 1598 (2004).

In this note, the author argues that, despite its success in raising the number of girls and women participating in sports, Title IX has led to the unintended consequence of a decline in the number of men participating in sports, the cutting of men’s athletic programs, and the institution of women’s programs based on the size of the roster rather than the interest level of the athletes. To alleviate this, the author argues that there should be a partial exemption of football from the proportionality prong due to the uniquely large number of participants in that sport.


In this article, the author calls for the addition of women’s football as a means of meeting Title IX compliance. To support this proposal, the author provides legal, practical, and theoretical justifications for this addition as well as suggestions as to how this can be accomplished.

N. Men’s Sports, Elimination of


In this comment, the author argues “Title IX has had a negative effect on male student[]” athletes. To support this argument, the author provides statistics on the graduation rates of male and female students and male and female student athletes. The statistics show “that male . . . athletes are . . . lowering the graduation success rate of both males and athletes in general.” This is particularly true in the case of the revenue producing sports, where male graduation rates are the lowest.
Furthermore, the author argues Title IX is in need of reform, including the exemption of revenue producing sports from the Title IX compliance, further refining of prongs two and three of the three prong test and surveying the student population, as recommended by The Commission on Opportunity in Athletics.


The author explores three issues in this note. First, why schools are “dropping men’s non-revenue sports . . . in order to comply with the participation requirement of Title IX,” contending this goes against “the purpose and plain language of Title IX.” Second, the author attempts “to explain why institutions should not be allowed to” cut men’s sports in order to comply with Title IX. Finally, the author argues Title IX should be interpreted in the same way courts have interpreted the Equal Pay Act and Title VII, suggesting this will “ensure that no person is denied” the opportunity to “participat[e] in intercollegiate athletics on the basis of their sex.”


In this note, the author argues that the elimination of men’s teams in order to comply with Title IX violates the Supreme Court’s interpretation of the Equal Protection Clause. The author suggests a better approach to gender equity and one that comports with the Supreme Court’s Equal Protection jurisprudence, is to ensure each gender is able to participate at a rate proportional to its interests and abilities, rather than basing proportionality on student body ratios.


The authors propose that the arguments against Title IX are based on the following assumptions. First, “men and boys are the rightful ‘owners’ of sports, and” second, “males are superior to females in athletic ability.” As such, opponents argue male athletes are being discriminated against as a result of Title IX. The authors argue to the contrary; Title IX is not the reason for the elimination of male sports teams and they suggest other reasons for their elimination.

In this article, the author distinguishes the female student-athlete’s college experience and the college experience of the male student-athlete. The female student-athlete has a more well-rounded experience that ends with her obtaining a degree while the male student-athlete’s experience focuses on his athletics and not on his education, usually ending in his not obtaining a degree or a professional contract in his sport. In light of these discrepancies, the author argues the male student-athlete may have a cause of action based on the legal theory of educational negligence or on an “extrapolated sexual harassment theory” in addition to a Title IX claim.


In this comment, the author argues the substantial proportionality test is not the most just way of implementing gender equity in college athletics. In addition, the author argues the remaining prongs of the three prong test are also impracticable due to the financial burden of expanding women’s athletic programs as required in the second prong and the difficulty of assessing the interests and abilities of the students as required by the third prong. In light of these arguments, the author proposes several solutions including requiring all admitted female students to complete a questionnaire at the time of enrollment to assess athletic abilities and interests.


In this note, the author discusses challenges made by male athletes after their teams have been eliminated in order to comply with Title IX. The author focuses on the issues involved in *Equity in Athletics, Inc. v. United States Department of Education*109 and argues the Court should “hold[] that it is impermissible under Title IX for universities to comply with [Title IX regulations] by capping or eliminating teams unless such

109. 291 F. App’x 517 (4th Cir. 2008).
action would be financially necessary.”


In this article, the authors argue Title IX is not to blame for the decline of intercollegiate men’s non-revenue sports. Instead, they argue these cuts are driven by profit motivated athletic departments that believe by cutting the non-revenue sports, athletic departments are able to put more money into the programs that can generate money for the universities. The authors argue that the weakening of the proportionality test will only perpetuate the trend, and enable the continued funding of the revenue generating sports, in particular football and basketball.


*Kelley v. Board of Trustees, University of Illinois*110 and *Gonyo v. Drake University*111 are discussed in this article. These cases involve male athletes who sue their respective schools for violation of Title IX because their sport has been eliminated.


In this comment, the author argues Title IX deprives men and minority women of the equality it aspires to achieve as a result of “the courts’ . . . focus on ‘strict proportionality’ and the undergraduate population of the institution.” He also asserts OCR compounds the problem because it does not take into account the budget constraints an athletic department operates under, which leads to the elimination of male athletic teams as the only way to comply with Title IX.


---

110. 35 F.3d 265 (7th Cir. 1994).
The author argues Title IX has been incorrectly interpreted by OCR and misapplied by the courts, resulting in “a quota system that harms men’s sports and ignores the true interests of women athletes.” The author offers revisions to the Title IX interpretations in order “to preserve male sports while still providing women the opportunity to participate in athletics.”


In this article, the author provides a summary of “the social and legal context that has shaped the controversy surrounding the” substantial proportionality test and examines the purposes of Title IX. He concludes by putting forth recommendations to reform the regulatory scheme governing Title IX.


The author argues the roster size of collegiate football teams should be reduced. This will allow universities to keep non-revenue generating men’s teams without incurring revenue losses for the athletic department, while maintaining Title IX compliance.


The author argues Title IX has led to the elimination of men’s sports teams at Marshall and West Virginia University and discusses the actions the schools should have taken to prevent the elimination of the men’s teams and strategies to employ in the future.

This note looks at three cases, *Cohen v. Brown University*, *Roberts v. Colorado State Board of Agriculture*, and *Favia v. Indiana University of Pennsylvania* and the effects of the courts’ decisions and concludes “that although the remedial purpose of Title IX is laudable, it has seemingly created inequitable results for male athletes who participate in small, non-revenue sports.”


“This [c]omment provides an overview of Title IX and its effects on the survival of” men’s non-revenue sports. To that end, the author provides an overview of the statutory and regulatory schemes of Title IX, and discusses the judicial interpretations of the statute, including an analysis of the more recent reverse discrimination lawsuits brought by men whose sports were discontinued.


According to this author, “men’s minor sport advocates” are wrongly directing their anger toward Title IX when men’s teams are cut. Instead, the author argues, they should be directing their complaints “to higher education decision makers, who have been unsuccessful in controlling the college sport corporation.” The author argues Title IX is the best vehicle for college sport reform and offers suggestions on how the law provides a “bridge back to the amateur, educational ideal of college sport increasingly disappearing from the American higher education landscape.”


This note reviews the expanding strength of Title IX and outlines a procedure schools can follow to satisfy the law. The author addresses the arguments opposing Title IX and argues “that the underlying ideals of college athletics are . . . being advanced by Title IX[].”

This article analyzes the question of whether the elimination of male athletic teams is being done strictly to comply with Title IX, or whether these cuts actually reflect the “interests and abilities of athletes” as required by the law. The author contends “that Title IX is not achieving gender equity and actually is condoning and promoting discrimination against male athletes.”


This article is a response to Eric Bentley’s note, *Title IX: The Technical Knockout for Men’s Non-Revenue Sports*.112

O. Miscellaneous


The author discusses the case of *Baca v. City of Los Angeles*, in which the application of Title IX to the city of Los Angeles’ youth athletic programs is questioned. The author hopes to have this case note serve as a model for achieving equality in girls’ athletics at the municipal level.


The author compares the men’s and women’s basketball programs at the University of Colorado in an effort to demonstrate what has and has not been accomplished by Title IX at the university. The author argues that “[i]f the privileges and benefits of two athletes playing the same game, at the same school in the same conference, differ significantly based on the sex of those individuals,” then the goals “of Title IX [have] yet to be realized.”


“In the spring of 2007, the *Harvard Journal of Law and Gender* hosted a conference titled ‘Changing Social Norms? Title IX and Legal Activism,’ which explored Title IX successes, current challenges, and potential to institute fundamental change in the future.” This comment is a summary of those proceedings.


This article discusses what the authors deem to be the four major public policy issues that remain unresolved by Title IX, whether solutions exist for these policy concerns, and how Stanford University has managed these issues.


In this comment, the author “examine[s] the . . . judicial and executive interpretations of Title IX . . . to determine” whether “they are consistent with the original intent of the” legislation. Based on his examination, the author argues that Title IX has been transformed into affirmative action legislation, which is contrary to the legislative intent of Title IX.


This article is the text of a symposium panel and provides an overview of the origins and enforcement of Title IX, as well as the legal requirements of the statute. “[B]y applying the statute . . . to a hypothetical intercollegiate athletic program,” the audience is able to see how athletic administrators make decisions in these situations.

As the title indicates, this is a book review of Mr. Sugg’s book *A Place On The Team: The Triumph and Tragedy of Title IX*. In her review, Ms. Pieronek feels the Sugg’s book is strong in retelling the development of college and university sports and the social environment that created the need for Title IX. However, she argues that when Mr. Suggs moves “into the realm of public policy, [he] fails to achieve any sense of balance in his discussion of the strengths and weakness of the current scheme of Title IX enforcement in athletic programs.”


This article “is taken substantially from a position paper submitted . . . to the Department of Education’s Special Task Force on Title IX Enforcement” in 2002. In it the author makes several suggestions that he feels will lead to gender equity in college athletics, including but not limited to, substantial gender proportionality, “encourage[ing] the Justice Department and Congress to adopt provisions . . . for antitrust enforcement[,] . . . reduc[ing] the maximum number of football scholarships,” limiting football expenditures, setting maximum salaries for coaches, sharing of postseason revenues equally among all schools, and eliminating any tests based on the accommodation of interests and abilities of one gender.


In this comment the author argues Title IX needs to be applied to high school, middle school, and recreational athletic programs and their athletic associations in order to continue the progress the law has made with regard to gender equity in sports. In so doing, the author reviews recent “Title IX litigation attempting to reach high school athletic associations” and proposes a path to ensure successful challenges in the future.

---

P. National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)


The author argues the difficulties universities face with Title IX compliance are partly due to the fact that the NCAA has historically left the job of defining equitable treatment under Title IX to the federal government and the judiciary. She argues the NCAA and like organizations are better suited to develop these definitions and resolve these issues in a manner fair to all student-athletes.

Q. Olympic Sports


In this article, the author “proposes that a Title IX-like regulatory scheme should be adopted by the [International Olympic Committee] to better provide adequate and equal opportunities for women to compete on the worldwide level.”


In this comment, the author argues the current application of Title IX, that led to cutting men’s swimming programs at the Division I level, hurt the performance of the United States men’s swim team at the 2000 and the 2004 Olympic Games.

R. Policy Interpretations and/or Clarifications


In this article, the author addresses “the problem of enforcing [Title IX] when read with the Policy Interpretation and accompanying regulations.” The author calls for the standards to be responsive to the actual interest levels of the athletes, recommends the football rule for measuring team size be adopted, and asks that a reasonable approach to Title IX litigation be developed.

Starting with a discussion of the history and regulatory scheme of Title IX, the author moves into a strong critique of the 2005 Clarifications of Title IX, especially the Model Survey as a method of measuring female students’ interest in athletics and satisfying prong three of the three prong test. The author argues that adding proportional funding as a fourth prong to OCR’s proportionality test will alleviate the inherent tensions between the use of the three prong test and OCR’s desire to provide universities with a flexible test to measure Title IX compliance.


In this comment, the author lays out the regulatory framework for Title IX and the federal courts’ adoption and application “of the Policy Interpretation as the legal standard of proof in Title IX athletic cases.” Next, he argues the courts’ application of the three-part test is improper, and suggests Congress revise Title IX to protect against the elimination of opportunities for male student-athletes, an unintended consequences of Title IX, “while continuing to provide female student-athletes with a fair opportunity to participate in athletics.”


In this article, the author provides a critical examination of “the analytical framework used in Title IX athletic cases and concludes that the commonly made analogies to Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act are” inadequate.


In this comment, the author “examine[s] the . . . judicial and
executive interpretations of Title IX . . . to determine” whether “they are consistent with the original intent of the” legislation. Based on his examination, the author argues that Title IX has been transformed into affirmative action legislation, which is contrary to the legislative intent of Title IX.


This article “begins with a brief overview of the regulatory” scheme “governing Title IX’s application to athletics” and “then examines the legal standards” used “by OCR and the courts” to “review athletic programs for Title IX compliance.”


“This article examines the 2005 Further Clarification and what the Model Survey means for educational institutions attempting to comply with the effective accommodation requirements of Title IX by satisfying the athletic interests and abilities of students of the underrepresented gender.”


The author “examine[s] the stated intent, actual application, and the real world effect[] of Title IX on Division I intercollegiate athletics.” In addition, the author examines the future of Title IX and proposes changes for Title IX’s application and interpretation.

S. Pregnancy


This article explores the issues faced by female athletes who become pregnant and how Title IX applies in these situations. This
In conclusion, the author argues “the extension of strong Title IX rights to pregnant athletes suggests cause for optimism about the ability of sports to accommodate women and the ability of Title IX to influence and respond to cultural shifts that support sex equality in sports more broadly.” Despite her optimism, the author also “identifies and explores several limitations in Title IX’s ability to promote progressive social change on this and related issues of sex equality in sports.”


In this article, the author argues that Title IX does not protect female students from pregnancy discrimination and the cases in this area have created a gap that makes it extremely difficult to bring suit in these cases, leaving them with inadequate remedies to redress the harms they suffer. To address this, the author proposes Congress amend Title IX to include its own Pregnancy Discrimination Act akin to the one found in Title VII.


This article examines why Title IX regulations do not adequately address the pregnant or parenting athlete, and why they have not been more strongly implemented in schools and litigated in courts.

T. Race


The authors of this article look at race and sport by focusing on the narrative of Darnellia Russell and her teammates on the Roosevelt High School girls’ basketball team, as documented in the film *The Heart of

The authors feel Darnellia’s story provides a springboard for addressing Title IX, gender, and racial justice in a way that has not been addressed before.


As part of a symposium, the author of this article focuses “on the years before Title IX was enacted and the early years of its existence before it was fully enforceable” and highlights some specific issues that affect women of color. In so doing, the author hopes to explain why there is still resistance to the “full implementation of gender equity in sports” through Title IX.


The author wrote this article on Title IX’s thirty-fifth anniversary to explore the impact it had on African-American athletes and to compare it with the effect the Court’s decision in *Brown v. The Board of Education* had on African-American athletes. The author concludes by arguing that the Court’s decision in *Brown* had a greater effect on African-American athletes than Title IX did.


The author examines the “background of the [Historically Black College and University] and its policy of equal opportunity.” The author then provides an overview of Title IX and its effect on the athletic

---


programs at these schools.

U. Regulations


The author of this note examines “the propriety of the [Department of Education’s] various regulatory and policy implementations of Title IX” and argues the three-prong test deviates from Title IX’s legislative and regulatory intent. In addition, the author argues alternative interpretations or enactments of the law’s regulatory scheme and policy interpretations will provide an application of the law that is more consistent with the legislative intent.


This note discusses Title IX’s legislative and regulatory scheme and suggests reforms to OCR that will improve Title IX compliance.

V. Remedies

Mary Beth Petriella, Note, *An Interim Preliminary Injunction Reinstating Varsity Status to Demoted Collegiate Athletic Teams is Available When That Team Alleges a Title IX Violation and Litigation is Pending—Cohen v. Brown University, 991 F. 2d 888 (1st Cir. 1993), 4 SETON HALL J. SPORTS L. 595 (1994).*

This note is an in-depth discussion of the First Circuit’s opinion in *Cohen v. Brown University* and the availability of preliminary injunctions in Title IX cases.


The author argues punitive damages need to be allowed in Title IX case so as to improve compliance with the law and suggests Congress expressly provide for the availability of punitive damages through
legislative action.


This note discusses both Barnes v. Gorman and Mercer v. Duke University, where the courts held that punitive damages were not available for wrongful conduct under the Americans with Disabilities Act and Title IX, respectively. The author argues the unavailability of punitive damages in Title IX cases significantly weakens the statute by removing a significant threat against non-compliance.


This note discusses the Sixth Circuit’s handling of Horner v. Kentucky High School Athletic Association and “whether compensatory damages are available when a facially neutral policy is challenged under Title IX without a showing of an intentional violation.” Furthermore, the author discusses the court’s dissent, which argued “the standard of deliberate indifference should govern in Title IX cases.” In conclusion, the author argues that the Sixth Circuit “was correct in its interpretation of the law and holding in this area.”

W. Sexual Harassment


119. 50 F. App’x 643 (4th Cir. 2002).
120. 206 F.3d 685 (6th Cir. 2000).
This comment analyzes the court’s decision in Baynard, and argues the Fourth Circuit erred in its decision when it held “a school principal could not be an appropriate official with the authority to institute corrective measures,” ignoring the Court’s decision in Davis v. Monroe County Board of Education. The author further argues that “the court failed to use the broader Gebser standard in determining school district liability.” In conclusion, the author “will explore the standards that qualify an individual as an appropriate official with the authority to institute corrective measures,” and whether the principal is that appropriate official.


In this article, the author argues the Gebser decision is inconsistent with the Court’s contemporaneous Title VII jurisprudence and recommends Congress modify Title IX accordingly.

Caitlin Cullitan, “I’m His Coach, Not His Father.” A Title IX Analysis of Sexual Harassment in College Sports, 12 TEXAS REV. OF ENT. & SPORTS L. 53 (2010).

This article looks at Title IX sexual harassment jurisprudence and suggests the law is “moving in a direction whereby the prior misconduct of a harasser gives an institution actual knowledge that an environment detrimental to students’ education could exists.” Next, the author proposes the NCAA require institutions to perform background checks on admitted student-athletes as a means of meeting the actual knowledge requirement of the law, arguing that “background checks should give substantial evidence that an institution had ‘actual knowledge’ of sexual harassment and that an institution’s reaction…speaks to the reasonableness of the university’s response as a basis for imposing institutional liability.”

Amy K. Graham, Note, Gebser v. Lago Vista Independent School District: The Supreme Court’s Determination that Children Deserve


After outlining the Court’s dissenting opinions in Gebser, the author argues the majority’s holding “is inconsistent with sexual harassment precedent” and “explores the possibility of changing the standard of school district liability for teacher-student sexual harassment under Title IX.”


This is an in-depth article analyzing Title IX’s application in cases of sexual harassment. The authors conclude with some guidance on some of the key questions the Supreme Court left unresolved in Gebser and Davis.


In this article, the author explores whether “the presence of the regulations . . . insulate potential plaintiffs from having to affirmatively . . . place the educational institution on notice that a Title IX violation has occurred.”


This article discusses “the history and current status of the sexual harassment problem in colleges and universities,” focusing on “how students may hold colleges . . . liable for money damages for failure to protect” against the harassment.

Wendy Murphy, Sexual Harassment and Title IX: What’s Bullying Got

This article examines Massachusetts’ new anti-bullying statute and compares it with Title IX. In so doing, the author examines the language of the state statute and argues it conflicts with the language of Title IX. She also argues that the federal statute may offer the preferable form of redress in cases where sexual harassment is accompanied by bullying. Finally, the author offers simple legislative remedies, amending the state statute so that all forms of bullying are addressed.


This is an in-depth article that analyses the Court’s decision in *Gebser*. The author provides a history of sexual harassment law in schools, and an analysis of Title VI and Title VII sexual harassment policy. “The latter half of the article” discusses whether the Court’s decision in *Gebser* “was legally sound, and explores the issues . . . the Court left unresolved.”


The purpose of this article “is to examine the sexual harassment policies and procedures currently in place at Division IA institutions” and to determine whether they are adhering to the policies, educating their employees and students about the policies, and “employing means of harassment prevention.”


This article takes an in-depth look at sexual assault by football players and university exposure to Title IX liability as a result. In so doing, the author examines the case of *Davis v. Monroe County Board of*
Education and the effect it may have on pending cases. The author concludes by “recommend[ing] a coordinated . . . response to allegations of sexual assault that is consistently applied to all students . . . as well as preemptive measures like in-depth background checks of football recruits.”

Janet Philibosia, Comment, *Homework Assignment: The Proper Interpretation of the Standard for Institutional Liability if We Are to Protect Students in Cases of Sexual Harassment by Teachers*, 33 SW. U. L. REV. 95 (2003).

This author explores the psychological trauma caused by sexual harassment and argues the lower courts need to broadly interpret the actual notice and deliberate indifference standard established in *Gebser*. If this is done such an interpretation will protect educational institutions from liability and provide recovery to the victims of sexual harassment.


In this case note, the author examines the Supreme Court’s decision in *Gebser* and concludes the actual notice standard is incorrect. Rather, the author argues agency principles should determine liability under Title IX.


In this article, the author discusses the Court’s decision in *Burlington N. & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. White*, where the Court establishes the standard for creating a prima facie case for retaliation in Title VII actions and how this standard should be applied in Title IX sexual assault cases involving coaches and student-athletes where retaliation is claimed by the plaintiffs.


In this note, the author hopes “to show . . . the judicially created standard for determining school liability for sexual harassment under Title IX” is contrary to the legislative intent of the statute. In addition, the author provides several “proposed changes to the standard and suggests additions to the existing” Title IX regulations that will prevent sexual harassment in college athletics.


In this comment, the author discusses “the applicability of Title IX” in “the context of the coach-athlete relationship[s]” and proposes a broader conceptualization of sexual harassment be adopted, and a better framework be created for determining what constitutes sexual harassment under Title IX.

**X. Sexual Orientation, Transgender**


This article discusses the issues that arise from the participation of transgender athletes in sports. First, Ms. Buzuvis provides background on the history and tradition of sex-segregated sports, background on transgenderism and transsexuality, and examples of transsexual individuals in sports. This is followed by a discussion of “the existing policies and positions that organizing bodies of sport have developed to address participation by transgender athletes in sex-segregated sports” and “the role of law and science” to develop those policies. After examining the educational values inherent in sports participation, the author concludes by arguing for the development of a “rule that allows athletes to participate in sports in a manner that is consistent with their genuine gender identity, even when that gender identity is inconsistent with their natal sex.” Exceptions to this rule need to balance considerations from education, law, and science.
Laura A. Zaccone, Note, Policing the Policing of Intersex Bodies: Softening the Lines in Title IX Athletic Programs, 76 BROOK. L. REV. 385 (2010).

This note explores whether an intersex student athlete should be allowed to compete as a male or a female and challenges the legitimacy and fairness of binary characterization used in sport. The author “argues . . . Title IX should be interpreted to cover discrimination based on binary-sex nonconformity” and advocates for a self-identification policy when deciding whether to compete as a male or female athlete.

Y. Three Prong Test/Substantial Proportionality


In this article, the authors argue Title IX has addressed some of the inequalities in college athletics, but the budgetary problems of the 1990s caused the elimination of both men and women’s athletic teams, decreasing the opportunities to participate in athletics. As a result, the authors argue the current application of substantial proportionality must be changed and the NCAA must re-evaluate the rules regulating athletic departments. The authors conclude by proposing an alternate model of measuring the interest and abilities of student athletes to achieve Title IX compliance.

C. Peter Goplerud III, Title IX: Part Three Could Be the Key, 14 MARQ. SPORTS L. REV. 123 (2003).

In this article, the author argues the more appropriate measure of Title IX compliance is part three of the three part test, which requires “the interests and abilities of [the underrepresented] sex be fully and effectively accommodated” by the university’s present programs.


In this article, the author argues that the courts are relying on the substantial proportionality test to determine whether schools are violating Title IX without providing any guidelines as to the precise meaning of the phrase “substantial proportionality.” This article
provides “a statistical framework for such guidance.”


This article provides an in-depth look at Title IX compliance through the application of the proportionality prong of the law’s three part test and describes what she calls “the ‘Proportionality Problem.’” The author explores the elimination of men’s sports and argues this is due to the overuse of the proportionality prong. She concludes by discussing the findings of the Commission on Opportunity in Athletics and suggests ways in which athletic departments can comply with Title IX without eliminating men’s teams.


In this article the author compares institutions that have complied with the substantial proportionality prong to those institutions found not to have complied with this prong. In addition, the author discusses what actions are needed to satisfy the continuing program expansion standard of Title IX and argues “that a focus on process and progress are independently important in implementing Title IX.”


The author provides a general overview of Title IX, including a discussion of the proportionality test and the cases that interpret this aspect of the law. The author uses the findings of a small survey of compliance levels in the state of Indiana to predict the effect Title IX will have on athletic programs.


This article examines the “safe harbor” aspect of the substantial proportionality test, concluding that this idea is non-existent when it comes to Title IX compliance.
Kimberly A. Yuracko, One For You and One For Me: Is Title IX’s Sex-Based Proportionality Requirement for College Varsity Athletic Positions Defensible?, 97 NW. U. L. REV. 731 (2003).

In this article, the author hopes to explain how the proportionality test came into existence and to present the strongest justification for the requirement.

IV. RESOURCES ON THE INTERNET

A. Websites


This is a national coalition of coaches, athletes, parents, and fans who work with college programs threatened with termination and are devoted to the preservation of collegiate athletic teams. “The ASC is the leading organization working for reform of Title IX regulations.”


Foundation IX was created to increase girls’ participation in sport and organized fitness activity by eliminating cost as a barrier. They hope to encourage participation by providing funds for fees and equipment costs to those in need as well as reward girls who demonstrate the benefits of participation with post-secondary academic scholarships.


This website provides access to the User’s Guide to Developing Student Interest Surveys Under Title IX. This guide provides information on “conducting a survey of student interest in order to satisfy Part 3 of the Three-Part Test established in the 1979 Policy Interpretation of the intercollegiate athletic provisions of Title IX of the Higher Education Act of 1972.”

NATIONAL COALITION FOR WOMEN & GIRLS IN EDUCATION,
“The NCWGE is a nonprofit organization of more than 50 groups
dedicated to improving educational opportunities for girls and women.”
They hope “to provide leadership in and advocate for the development
of national education policies that benefit all women and girls.” The
organization’s Athletics Task Force, chaired by the National Women’s
Law Center, hopes to ensure that women and girls receive equal
opportunities in athletics at both the secondary school and college levels.

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION (NCAA),

According to its website, the NCCA’s core purpose is to govern
competition in intercollegiate athletics in a fair, safe, equitable and
sportsmanlike manner, and to integrate intercollegiate athletics into
higher education so that the educational experience of the student-athlete
is paramount.

NATIONAL WOMEN’S LAW CENTER, http://www.nwlc.org/
display.cfm?section=athletics.

The NWLC works to ensure that women and girls get their fair
share of athletic opportunities. At this site, a researcher will find several
publications on Title IX, including Breaking Down Barriers: A Legal
Guide To Title IX and Athletic Opportunities and Check It Out: Is the
Playing Field Level for Women and Girls at Your School?.


This website explains Title IX and the accompanying “regulations
in easy-to-understand language and uses real case studies as examples.”
This site appears to have morphed from the Save Title IX website, a
national education campaign dedicated to informing the public about the
importance of keeping Title IX athletics policies unchanged.

THE TUCKER CENTER FOR RESEARCH ON GIRLS & WOMEN IN SPORT,
http://education.umn.edu/tuckercenter/.

The Tucker Center, housed at the University of Minnesota, “is an
interdisciplinary research center” that “examine[s] how sport and physical activity affect the lives of girls and women, their families, and communities.”


The mission of the Office for Civil Rights is to ensure equal access to education and to promote educational excellence throughout the nation through vigorous enforcement of civil rights. Here you will find a wealth of information on Title IX.


“The Civil Rights Division’s Federal Coordination and Compliance Section operates a comprehensive, government wide program of technical and legal assistance, training, interagency coordination, and regulatory, policy, and program review, to assure that federal agencies consistently and effectively enforce various landmark civil rights statutes and related Executive Orders that prohibit discrimination.” This site provides links to the *Title IX Legal Manual* and Title IX information generally.

**WOMEN’S SPORTS FOUNDATION, [http://www.womenssportsfoundation.org](http://www.womenssportsfoundation.org).**

The Women’s Sports Foundation was founded in 1974 by Billie Jean King, and is a charitable educational organization dedicated to advancing the lives of girls and women through sports and physical activity.

**B. Blogs**


This blog was created by Professor Pat Griffin, the Director of the “It Takes A Team” education campaign by the Women’s Sport Foundation to educate the public on lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender, issues in sports.


As their tagline states, this blog is “[a]ll things legal relating to the sports world.” The main contributors to this blog are Rick Karcher, Michael McCann, Geoffrey Rapp, Greg Skidmore, and Howard Wasserman.


This blog was created by Professor Marie Hardin and explores the interaction of sports coverage and U.S. culture.


This is an interdisciplinary resource for news, legal developments, commentary, and scholarship about Title IX, authored by Professor Erin Buzuvis and Kristine Newhall.


This is the blog for the National Women’s Law Foundation. The topics discussed include athletics, education, employment, judges and courts.